
 
Excerpts from Program Notes by G. Haas.  
 
Norma Overture            Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1835) 
Bellini was at the height of his powers when he composed the opera Norma, which premiered 
in 1831 in Milan.  After a brief rocky start, Norma was hailed as his masterpiece for its ideal 
union of words and music, music in which the singer, rather than the orchestra, takes center 
stage with melodies of unhurried elegance. The opera’s plot takes place in ancient Roman-
occupied Gaul, where the Druid priestess, Norma, has borne two children by the Roman 
proconsul, Pollione.  Pollione abandons Norma for another priestess.  Norma, feeling the shame 
of having betrayed her priestly devotion to the Druids, first considers killing her two sons, but 
ultimately sacrifices herself.  The overture begins with a call to attention, signaling the dramatic 
and ominous subject of the opera, then imitates the chanting of the chorus of druids and the 
tense conflict between martial and amorous feeling. Its crashing ending foretells the opera’s 
tragic conclusion. 
 
 
King Christian II Suite, Op. 27                               Jean Sibelius (1865-1957) 
Jean Sibelius was born in Finland. He received an excellent classical education in music. 
The King Christian II Suite is a selection of five pieces taken from the play’s (written by the 
playwright Adolf Paul) incidental music arranged as a concert work. The play deals with the love 
of Christian II, ruler of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway (1513-1523), for a common Dutch girl, 
Dyvecke Sigbritsdatter. The Suite’s five sections describe the various moods associated with the 
King’s affair. The lush and joyous strains of the opening Nocturne accompany the couple’s love 
scene. The languid and reflective Elegy, scored only for strings, was the original introduction to 
the play. The Musette is Dyvecke’s dance, and the Serenade sets the tone for the court ball. The 
last selection, the tempestuous Ballade, ends the Suite with a flourish as it expresses the fury of 
the King at the death of his mistress. 
 
 
L’Arlésienne Suite No. 2     Georges Bizet (1838-1875) 
Like his universally known opera, Carmen, the lion’s share of Georges Bizet’s output was music 
for the theater. His incidental music written for the play L’Arlésienne (The Girl from Aries) by 
Alphonse Daudet (1872) was immediately lauded for its charm.  Shortly after Bizet’s death in 
1875, his good friend, the musician Ernest Guirand, prepared a second arrangement of 
selections from the original stage score—Suite No. 2.  The march in the suite’s first movement, 
Pastorale, is based on an old Provencal tune, as is the folk dance in the second movement, 
Intermezzo. To the third movement, Menuet, Guirand added music from one of Bizet’s earlier 
operas, The Fair Maid of Perth—strikingly simple and peacefully gorgeous music for flute and 
harp. The final movement, Farandole, incorporates a tune, March of the Kings, based on a 
French epiphany carol. 
 



Symphony No. 6 “Pastoral”                     Ludwig van Beethoven (1770 – 1827) 
While Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 and Symphony No. 6 presented music that was wildly new, 
they were both wrapped in familiar formats. The Sixth, a calm blessing of natural rejuvenation 
and repose, subtitled “Pastoral,” also spoke in a musical language that would have been well 
known to the audience—the musical language of the pastoral with its aim of representing 
rustic, natural, and bucolic scenes and feelings. 
Beethoven attached descriptive titles to each of the Symphony’s five movements:  (1) 
“Awakening of Cheerful Feelings upon Arriving in the Country,” (2) “Scene by the Brook,” (3) 
“Merry Gathering of Country Folk,” (4) “Thunderstorm,” (5) “Shepherd’s Song—Joyful and 
Thankful Feelings after the Storm.” The first movement—which appears to begin out of 
nowhere, as if the listener, walking about in the country, had unknowingly wandered within 
earshot of far-off music—is a languid presentation using familiar and spacious chords in the 
service of a repeated simple theme. The musicologist Robert Simpson describes the repetition 
as, “sublime monotony,” suggesting that these figures repeat themselves “as leaves on a tree.”  
Because the “Pastoral” is a symphony, and not incidental music or an opera, Beethoven was 
careful to instruct his listeners in the concert program that the piece is, “... more expressive of 
feeling rather than painting a picture . . . and it is left for the listener to discover the situations 
for himself.”   
 
Symphony No. 4 in F minor, Op. 36                    Peter Ilitch Tchaikovsky (1840-1893)  
The composition of Tchaikovsky’s fourth symphony, which took about two years, began in 
1876.  He dedicated it to Mme. von Meck with whom he had a long friendship and who 
provided financial support for his work. 
The tempo of the Finale is labeled Allegro con fuoco—lively and rapid with fire. This description 
hardly does it justice—“a sudden blast of fireworks” would be a better warning of the outburst 
of sheer excitement and exuberance.  Careful listeners will discern an underlying Russian folk 
song, “In the Fields There Stands a Birch Tree”.  Tchaikovsky has packed the Finale with racing 
strings, stirring brass, and clashing percussion. In Tchaikovsky’s letters to Mme. von Meck, the 
movement is described as evoking a folk holiday. “How merry and glad they all are. There still is 
happiness, simple, naïve happiness. Rejoice in the happiness of others—and you can still live.” 
The symphony premiered in Moscow in February 1878. 
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